[Anatomo-anthropological typology of the jaws in man].
Basing on the morphological signs selected in the morphologically contrast samples of the facial skeleton, 27 variants of the upper and lower jaws have been obtained for each, characterizing interconnection and interdependence of several morphological signs. Into each of these variants people of various races and sex, with massive or gracile masticatory apparatus can get. However, the reduction degree, directness, temps and successiveness of reorganizations together with exogenic influence within the limits of the normal reaction in various parts of the masticatory apparatus of the individuals, that belong to the same variant, is identical. Thus, an anatomo-anthropological typology of the dento-maxillary apparatus is obtained, owing to which it is possible to study and compare: 1--individual morphological peculiarities, 2--regional and ethnic norms in morphology of the jaws, 3--within the 27 variants of the structure selected it is possible to study functional, biochemical and other factors. The results demonstrate, that 27 morphological variants of the jaw structure can serve as anatomical marker for distinguishing 27 risk groups for caries.